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3511 The four of them joining hands 

Do you want to know who I am? 

Yes! 

Kneel on the ground and beg me, and I’ll tell you! 

At that moment, Chen Xiaobei was like an Emperor who controlled the entire situation. Every word he 

said was like an imperial edict that could only be looked up to and worshipped. There was no room for 

doubt! 

Arrogant! Overbearing! He was extremely arrogant! 

“You …” 

Mu chenye’s expression stiffened, and the corners of his mouth twitched a few times. His eyes were 

extremely cold.”Don’t push your luck, kid! Don’t think that just because you’re a little smart, you can 

climb over my head and do whatever you want!” 

“Heh, since you don’t want to kneel, I’ll beat you until you do!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were dark and cold. 

He released his aura, as if he was giving off something that could make people lose themselves. 

“Good! Very good! You’re the only person in my life who dares to talk to me like this!” Mu chenye’s 

expression gradually became ferocious. His eyes were dark red, and his entire aura was extremely 

gloomy. 

With his talent, status, Foundation, and ability, no matter where he went, he would always be looked up 

to! 

Other people didn’t even have the time to curry favor with him. Not to mention making him kneel, no 

one would even dare to offend him in the slightest! 

Chen Xiaobei’s words had touched mu chenye’s sore spot! 

Oh no! 

It was not touched! 

Instead, he was stepping on mu chenye’s reverse scale! He even wanted to completely crush these 

reverse scales! 

A Dragon had a reverse scale, and anyone who touched it would be killed! If his reverse scale was 

trampled on, how terrifying would his rage be! 

There was no doubt that mu chenye was now immersed in a violent rage that he had never experienced 

before in his life! 
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Mu chenye felt an unprecedented sense of shame. He even felt that his dignity had been challenged! 

In the past, mu chenye would have already crippled Chen Xiaobei and tortured him until he cried, 

begged, and repented. Only then would he end Chen Xiaobei’s life. 

However … 

At that moment, although mu chenye was unprecedentedly furious, he didn’t attack! 

That’s right! 

Although mu chenye looked calm on the surface, he was actually stunned by Chen Xiaobei’s aura! 

To put it bluntly, he didn’t dare to make a move rashly! 

He was the Prince of a Celestial Emperor, a super genius with the potential to become a Celestial 

Emperor, but he was so scared of Chen Xiaobei that he did not dare to attack! 

He even threatened Chen Xiaobei, but in reality, he was afraid of Chen Xiaobei. 

This was really ironic! 

“Pa! Pa!” 

Mu chenye waved out two streams of celestial core power, which turned into two dark red palm prints, 

and slapped long xiehuo and Ling Taiji’s faces. 

“Uh … Uh …” 

The two loud slaps finally woke the wicked Dragon Fire and Ling Taiji from their dazed state. 

“What … What happened? Why are we kneeling on the ground?” 

Long xiehuo and Ling Taiji touched their swollen cheeks, their faces filled with bewilderment. They 

couldn’t even remember how they had knelt down! 

Chen Xiaobei’s aura had crushed their hearts! It even caused their thoughts to go blank! 

If mu chenye hadn’t woken them up, they probably wouldn’t even know how they had died! 

“Get up! Don’t kneel!” 

“Attack together with me!” Mu chenye shouted angrily. The four of us will join forces to cripple this little 

brat!” 

It was obvious that mu chenye was really afraid of Chen Xiaobei. He did not dare to fight Chen Xiaobei 

on his own. He had to work with the other three people to fight Chen Xiaobei. 

“Let’s attack together?” 

Master void’s brows slightly furrowed as he disdainfully said,”Master mu, you’re joking, right? Is it really 

necessary for the four of us to work together to deal with a mere ant?” 

Obviously, master void was not the target of Chen Xiaobei’s aura. Although he was shocked, he did not 

really feel how terrifying Chen Xiaobei was. 



From master void’s perspective, even though Chen Xiaobei had the Golden Dragon Soul and the Phoenix 

origin, neither of them had any special abilities or power. There was nothing to be afraid of! 

“If you’re not afraid, then you can do it yourself!” 

In the next second, mu chenye, long xiehuo, and Ling Taiji said the same thing almost at the same time. 

“Ah?” 

Master void was dumbfounded. Never in his dreams did he expect that the three big shots would 

actually express their attitude in unison. 

One must know that master void was the weakest among the four of them. He usually kept his tail 

between his legs. 

At this moment, the three bosses did not dare to fight Chen Xiaobei alone. They knew that Chen Xiaobei 

was not a simple person. 

“Uh … About that, it’s better for the four of us to attack together …” 

Master void was terrified on the spot. He swallowed his saliva and said,”Although I’m not afraid of this 

kid, since it’s master MU’s will, I naturally have to do as he says!” 

 what nonsense are you spouting?!  

Mu chenye impatiently said,”attack with all your might!” Don’t hold back! We must crush that kid with 

one strike!” 

Mu chenye was really afraid of Chen Xiaobei. That was why he had given the order for the four of them 

to join forces and not hold back. They had to use all their strength to kill Chen Xiaobei! 

“Oh my God … Am I dreaming …” 

Heng Yongxu swallowed his saliva and pinched himself.”It hurts! This wasn’t a dream! The four super 

geniuses were going to fight bro bei together! That’s f * cking awesome …” 

Hua … Hua … Hua … Hua …  

In the next moment, the four super geniuses revealed their strongest trump cards at the same time and 

used their strongest power. 

Master void took out his purple green twin swords, both late-stage two-star heaven immortal artifacts. 

The flame spat out a Crimson Heavenly Dragon Pearl, which had been refined into a peak two-star 

heaven immortal item. 

Ling Taiji took out a Platinum heaven slaying spear, which was also a peak two-star heaven immortal 

weapon. Moreover, its killing intent was far stronger than that of the Crimson heavens Dragon Ball. 

Mu chenye took out a dark red battle-axe, which was a three-star heaven immortal artifact. It exuded a 

powerful and brutal aura, which was extremely terrifying. 



It was obvious that the four of them had been trapped here without any spiritual energy to cultivate, 

and their cultivation had stopped. The power of the heaven immortal items in their hands far exceeded 

their cultivation levels, and they were the strongest trump cards in their hands. 

“Little bastard! Your death is here!” 

Mu chenye let out a furious roar. 

At the same time, the power of the four heaven-immortal instruments had been fully formed, and four 

terrifying celestial core power Dharma images were formed, ready to crush Chen Xiaobei at any time. 

“Heh, I told the four of you to attack together from the start, and now I’ve finally opened my mouth!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled coldly, and his dark eyes glowed with a demonic light.   I’ll only get the most 

benefits if the four of you attack me together!  

“Profit? You’re already at death’s door and you’re still daydreaming?” 

“Brothers!” The wicked Dragon Flame roared. Let’s attack together! Let’s kill this arrogant and ignorant 

little bastard!” 
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The four of them attacked at the same time, unleashing the maximum power of their heaven immortal 

artifacts and surrounding him from all four directions. 

In such a situation, even a true three-star heaven immortal would be at a great disadvantage. 

But! Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, was calm. He did not even see this terrifying siege as a threat. 

“Yin Yang Dao integration! Life and death is up to me! Die!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s thumb gently touched the yin-yang life and death Ring. He did not make any moves, nor 

did he need to inject any spiritual Qi or ethereal force. 

“Hiss … Hiss … Hiss … Hiss …” 

In the next moment, the Yin Yang life and death Ring automatically burned a large amount of life force 

to activate the death special ability. 

The black half of the ring glowed, and with the power of a three-star heaven immortal, it began to 

forcibly extract the vitality of the four enemies. 

At this moment, mu chenye’s dark red battle axe was a three-star heaven immortal, Ling Taiji’s Platinum 

spear was a peak two-star heaven immortal item, long xiehuo’s Red Heavenly Dragon Pearl was a late 

two-star heaven immortal, and master void’s purple green twin swords were also late two-star heaven 

immortal! 

In terms of overall power, the combined power of all these heaven Immortal Weapons was far greater 

than that of the Yin Yang life and death Ring. 

But! 
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The Yin Yang life and death ring’s target was not the celestial fairy weapon, but its owner! They were the 

four enemies who wanted to take Chen Xiaobei’s life! 

“What’s the matter? Our celestial core power is being lost in huge amounts … No! Not only that! My 

physical strength and spiritual energy are also rapidly depleting …” 

Before the four of them could even reach Chen Xiaobei, they were already screaming in disbelief. 

If they were three-star heaven Immortals, they could resist the special ability of the Yin Yang life and 

death Ring with their immortal vitality. Unfortunately, the strongest among them, mu chenye, was only 

at the peak of two-star heaven immortal realm. 

Although they had powerful heaven immortal items, they could not resist the power of the Yin Yang life 

and death Ring. 

All of a sudden, the four of them lost their vitality at an uncontrollable rate! 

The speed of the blood loss was so fast that it even made them feel scared and numb. They had to stop 

attacking to protect themselves. 

Unfortunately, the power of death was invisible. Even if they wanted to defend, they couldn’t. Even if 

they wanted to escape, they couldn’t. 

The Yin Yang life and death Ring was like a black hole that would never be satisfied. It would never stop 

until it sucked the four of them to death. 

“Clang! Clang!” 

The purple green twin swords fell to the ground. Master void, who had the weakest cultivation, was so 

weak that he couldn’t even hold his swords. 

“Plop!” 

Master void knelt down and wailed,”Young master … Oh no! Senior, please spare my life! Senior, please 

spare my life … I was blind … I failed to recognize Mount Tai … Please spare my life …” 

“You want to live? I can!” 

 don’t worry!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  open your mind and I will plant a seed of a curse in your body!  

From now on, you’ll be a Lackey under my feet!” 

“Be obedient and you can live! Otherwise, even if you have the slightest thought of rebelling, the power 

of the curse will immediately erupt and completely destroy your primordial spirit!” 

What Chen Xiaobei was talking about was the demonic god calamity curse that mo Luo Wu Tian had 

taught him! 

This technique was similar to dog food, and it could be used to control others. 

The advantage of dog food was that once consumed, the enemy would be 100% loyal. Its weakness was 

that it could not be used against enemies who were two-star heaven Immortals and above. 



The demon God tribulation curse’s weakness was that the enemy would not be 100% loyal. They would 

be afraid, timid, and would run away. But the advantage was that Chen Xiaobei could decide the life and 

death of his enemies with a single thought, and it was effective against enemies below God-level! 

“Good! I’m willing … I’m willing to be senior’s Lackey … As long as I can live … I’m willing to do anything!” 

Master void was already extremely weak. He even felt that he could die at any moment. 

Furthermore, it was not just the physical body that would die. Once one’s mind power was exhausted, 

even one’s nascent soul and nascent soul would be destroyed. 

One had to know that he had been living in this place for countless years because he was afraid of 

death. 

Now, if he did not want to die, he had only one option left. That was to hand his life over to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“Whoosh …” 

Master void opened his mind, allowing Chen Xiaobei’s power to penetrate his primordial spirit. 

“Whoosh!” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately activated the demonic god tribulation curse and planted a seed of the curse 

in master void’s primordial spirit. 

“Bang!” 

At the same time, the Yin Yang life and death Ring stopped absorbing master void’s mental energy. 

He fell to the ground like a pile of mud, gasping for air. His face was full of relief, and he looked at Chen 

with great respect. 

From this moment on, if master void dared to make Chen Xiaobei unhappy, Chen Xiaobei could take his 

life with a single thought. 

As long as he was afraid of death, he could only be Chen Xiaobei’s Lackey for the rest of his life. 

“You little brat! You want me to be your dog? That’s impossible!” 

Seeing this, the wicked Dragon Flame roared in disdain, ” “Master void! You soft egg! Spineless cowards! 

I feel ashamed to be called one of the four great geniuses with you!” 

“Big idiot, save your strength!” 

“You four wanted to kill me, but you ended up in my hands!” Chen Xiaobei laughed. It was only right and 

proper to repay a debt! You must return your lives to me! Either you die, or you become my dog! Even if 

you’re tough, you still have to pay your debts!” 

“Little brat! The pride of a genius! It’s not something that death can threaten!” 

Ling Taiji’s eyes focused and he said firmly, ” “Fireball! This time, I’m thinking the same thing as you. 

Even if I die, I’ll never yield to this kid! In any case, if we die, he won’t be able to live either!” 



“What do you mean?” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

“You still don’t know?” 

Mu chenye sneered and said seriously, ” “This space is the last stage of the test! It was essentially a 

powerful seal of a late-stage three-star heaven immortal! The only way to clear the game is to break the 

seal!” 

“If you kill the four of us, you’ll definitely be trapped here forever with your own strength! On the 

contrary! If you don’t kill us and join forces with us, we can break the seal and regain our freedom!” 

A threat! 

This was a blatant threat! 

If you dare to kill us, you will be trapped here to die! Only by joining forces with us will they have a 

chance of survival! 

That stupid wicked Dragon Flame didn’t understand the stakes. 

However, mu chenye and Ling Taiji knew that if Chen Xiaobei wanted to break the seal, he could not kill 

them. 

Because of this, they were not afraid at all, and it was impossible for them to be controlled by the 

demonic god tribulation curse! 

“Three-star heavenly order? It sounds very powerful!” 

 I’m sorry!  Chen Xiaobei chuckled.  open your dog eyes and see clearly. Your so-called pride as geniuses 

is nothing in my eyes!  
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3513 Swallowing two items in a row 

“What? How dare you say we’re worthless? Who Do You Think You Are? Without our strength, you will 

be trapped here for the rest of your life, never to leave! Don’t ever think about it!” 

Mu chenye, Ling Taiji, and the evil Dragon Fire all roared in anger. 

They had never been looked down upon like this in their lives. If not for the fact that their life force was 

being depleted, they would have charged at Chen Xiaobei and fought him to death. 

“Stop being so self-righteous! The few of you are completely dispensable to me!” 

Chen Xiaobei summoned his Dharmakaya! 

With six wings on his back, he was both a Buddha and a demon. A dark ring floated behind his head. 

When the light shone down, the entire Dharmakaya seemed to be plated with a layer of Black Gold! He 

was extremely cold! It was extremely domineering! 

 what … What Dharmakaya is that? ” 
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All of a sudden, everyone at the scene had an incredulous expression on their faces.”Buddha and devil in 

the same body? A pair of pure and holy Buddhist wings! A pair of fiendish demonic wings! A pair of black 

wings! What kind of freak was this? I’ve never seen or heard of it!” 

“Chaos devour!” 

 stop!  Chen Xiaobei suddenly shouted. 

He directly activated the secret skill of the ” phaseless chaos celestial body “! 

This peak quasi-Sage cultivation technique had a very powerful characteristic! Every time his cultivation 

broke through a major realm, Chen Xiaobei could devour something to strengthen his Dharmakaya! 

When Chen Xiaobei broke through to the seven-star dongxu stage and the eight-star Mahayana stage, 

he did not consume anything. 

And now, Chen Xiaobei was about to consume two divine items! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Suddenly, the power of Chaos burst out from the avatar, shrouding the Golden Dragon Soul and the fire 

Phoenix essence behind Chen Xiaobei! 

That’s right! 

These two special existences had already reached the seven Star divine level. Although they didn’t have 

any special abilities or might, they were still extremely precious treasures in the Three Realms! It was 

also the best thing that Chen Xiaobei could use to devour! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei’s chaotic force returned and enveloped the six-winged Buddhist fiend. 

“What … What is going on? What happened?” 

“That kid merged the soul of the Golden Dragon and the origin of the fire Phoenix into his avatar? What 

is this?” 

For a moment, mu chenye, Ling Taiji, and long xiehuo were all dumbfounded. They felt like they were in 

a dream. 

 bro bei … What kind of godly operation is this?!  Heng Yongxu swallowed his saliva and broke out in a 

cold sweat as if he had seen a ghost. 

 can … Can he really break the seal? ” master void frowned. He did not care what Chen Xiaobei was 

doing. He only cared if Chen Xiaobei could succeed. 

In other words, if Chen Xiaobei could not break the seal, master Xu Kong and the rest of them would not 

be able to do anything. Unable to regain freedom, they were like The Walking Dead. What was the 

difference between being Dead or Alive? 



Of course, if Chen Xiaobei could really break the seal, it would be great news for master void because he 

was now Chen Xiaobei’s Lackey. By then, he would be able to bask in Chen Xiaobei’s glory and regain his 

freedom! 

Gradually, the other people also quieted down. 

This was because they were the same as master void. They had realized the true core of the problem. 

Would Chen Xiaobei be able to break the seal? 

“Whoosh …” 

Not long after, the gray aura that enveloped the six-winged Buddhist fiend’s body gradually dissipated, 

and a brand new Dharma body was revealed before everyone. 

The theme had not changed. It was still the same body of Buddha and demon, with a dark halo floating 

behind his head. 

However, a pair of Fire Phoenix wings and a pair of Golden Dragon scaled wings appeared on the back of 

the practicing body. 

That’s right! 

Chen Xiaobei’s avatar had ten wings! It was extremely cool! He was extremely handsome! 

The surrounding people were naturally shocked beyond words. 

But they remained silent, their eyes wide open as they looked at Chen Xiaobei. 

At this moment, everyone was only concerned about one thing! 

Would Chen Xiaobei be able to break the seal that had imprisoned them for countless years? 

“Clang” 

Ten-winged Buddhist demon’s body held the chaos Blood Sword in his hand! 

The Buddha was pure and holy, the demon was demonic, the Golden Dragon was arrogant, the fire 

Phoenix was domineering, and the chaos Blood sword’s boundless blood-red light was extremely 

murderous! 

At this moment, the ten-winged Buddhist demon was like a Supreme Being from another world who 

tore through time and space. His aura suppressed the ancient times and intimidated all living beings! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out 30000 low-grade spiritual jades and injected all the spiritual Qi into the 

chaos Blood Sword. 

In addition, he had devoured you Lisha’s primordial spirit. 

At this moment, the chaos Blood Sword was able to slash out a power higher than a mid-stage two-star 

heaven immortal and lower than a late-stage two-star heaven immortal. 



Seeing the scene before them, the sound of ridicule immediately rang out. 

“Little brat! Was your head kicked by a donkey? Or are your ears not working?” 

The wicked Dragon Flame’s life force had been severely overdrawn. It was extremely weak, but it still 

didn’t hold back. 

“We already told you! The seal here was a mid three star heaven immortal! That little amount of spirit 

Jade you have is only enough for a mid-stage two-star heaven immortal! There’s a difference of a whole 

major realm between us. What are you going to use to break the seal?” 

Mu chenye couldn’t help but sneer.  “I realized that I’m such a joke! He actually naively believed that 

this kid could break the seal here? I’m really overthinking it …” 

 the sword in his hand is a peak nine-star heaven immortal artifact!  

Ling Taiji sighed and said indifferently, ” “It’s a pity that he doesn’t have enough spiritual Jade! Our 

spiritual jades have also been depleted over the years! Even if he wants to join forces with us, it’ll be of 

no use …” 

 bro bei …  Heng Yongxu went up to Chen Xiaobei and whispered, ”  did you hear that? no, we don’t 

have enough spiritual jades. Even if we slash out with our sword, it won’t help. It’ll only be a waste of 

spiritual energy!  

 it’s over …  master void wailed. His heart was filled with bitterness. 

How did he become a retarded Lackey? 

Following such a master, the future was simply dark. No! He had no future at all! That was because they 

could not leave this place! 

 killing Immortals … Trapping Immortals … Killing Immortals … Killing Immortals in all directions … Daluo 

golden Immortals ‘clothes are stained with blood …  

Chen Xiaobei did not respond to anyone’s comments. He held the sword with both hands and entered a 

meditative state. 

 please, sword!!!  

 go!  Chen Xiaobei shouted, and the chaos Blood Sword that was glowing with blood light suddenly 

turned dark. 

An extremely dark Sword Qi rose from the sword. 

In an instant, an extremely terrifying killing intent enveloped him. 

Other than Chen Xiaobei, everyone’s heart clenched and their pupils shrank. It was as if they had been 

pushed into a battlefield of endless killing, with blood and bones everywhere! It was so terrifying that it 

reached the deepest part of his soul! 

“Clang!!!” 

When Chen Xiaobei swung his sword, everyone felt as if their lives were being wiped out! 



All hope was gone! Both his spirit and body were destroyed! 
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 “Woof!” 

The ten-winged Buddhist demon’s body held the sword with both hands and suddenly swung it! 

In an instant, the terrifying sword momentum seemed to pull the yin and yang, time and space, and all 

the realms at the same time! It triggered an unparalleled great shock! Even if a heavenly path Saint was 

standing in front of him, he would have to avoid it! 

“Clang!!!” 

A Dark Sword energy burst out of the chaos Blood Sword and directly hit the roof of the palace! 

Originally, the energy in the chaos Blood Sword, combined with spirit energy, could only exert a power 

slightly stronger than a mid-stage two-star heaven immortal! 

However, this black sword Qi had the power of a mid-stage three-star heaven immortal! 

 my God … This … How is this possible!?  

The people who were mocking Chen Xiaobei were dumbfounded. They were so shocked that their 

hearts almost exploded and their minds almost collapsed! 

No matter how hard they racked their brains, they couldn’t understand why the chaos Blood sword’s 

power was a full realm higher than expected. 

This was simply incomprehensible! It was even more ridiculous than a dream, and no one could accept 

it! 

That’s right! 

This black sword Qi was the gift that mo Luo Wu Tian had given Chen Xiaobei. It was weak but it was the 

real immortal-slaying sword Qi! 

It was this sword Qi that had increased the power of the chaos Blood Sword by a full realm! 

In the heaven immortal realm, there was a huge gap between each small realm, and the gap between 

each major realm was so great that it was impossible to make up for it with ordinary methods! 

However, the celestial eradication sword Qi could! 

The four celestial slaying swords were the number one killing weapon of the heavenly Dao, specialized in 

killing and slaughtering! The four Swords didn’t have any special abilities, only extremely powerful killing 

power! 

As the leader of the four Swords, the celestial eradication sword’s destructive power was the best of all 

the magic treasures in the universe! 

No one below the heavenly path Sage could resist the sharpness of ultus! 
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At this moment, what Moro Wutian sent over was only a very weak sword Qi. It was far from the power 

of the immortal execution sword itself. 

However, for those below the divine level, with the help of this sword Qi, any power that Chen Xiaobei 

activated could be unconditionally raised by a whole level! 

One could only imagine how heaven-defying this was! 

Without the celestial eradication sword Qi, even though Chen Xiaobei could break the seal, he would 

have to use a dozen times or even dozens of times more low-grade spiritual jades! 

With the divine-killing sword Qi, Chen Xiaobei only needed to use his mental power to save up hundreds 

of thousands of low-grade spiritual Jade! 

Just thinking about it made him feel so good that he could fly. 

At this moment! 

The power of the immortal execution sword Qi had already reached the mid-stage three-star heaven 

immortal realm, which was the same level as the seal here. 

With one more chip, this seal would be completely broken! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Ten-winged Buddhist demon’s body emitted the Qi of a Golden Dragon and the Qi of a fire Phoenix. 

They were added to the black sword Qi at the same time! 

That’s right! 

The soul of the Golden Dragon and the origin of the fire Phoenix did not have any special abilities or 

power, but after Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya devoured them, they activated their special abilities! 

That was the enhancement of combat strength! 

At the same time, he obtained the power of the Golden Dragon and the fire Phoenix. The power of the 

black sword Qi had once again increased by a small realm, reaching the strength of a late-stage three-

star heaven immortal! 

“BOOM!” 

There was an obvious imbalance of power. The power of the celestial eradication sword Qi had far 

exceeded the capacity of the spatial seal! 

With a loud explosion, the seal was instantly destroyed! 

The magnificent Palace around them had disappeared without a trace, turning into a dark and deep 

cave. 

There were three things in this cave. 

Only Chen Xiaobei knew that the primordial chaos demonic ancestor, Jun Mohan, was sealed inside a 

giant stone ball! 



It was a space gate. Clearly, as long as they passed through this gate, everyone would regain their 

freedom. 

Finally, there was a Crimson Gold Jade token with the two words ‘Yun Yi’ engraved on it floating in the 

air. Without a doubt, this was the token for the successor of the Yun Yi Celestial Palace! 

 it’s a success … Bro bei!!!  You’ve succeeded!” 

Heng Yongxu immediately cheered. The Titan warrior’s body was so excited that every jump it made 

would shake the ground. 

 

Suddenly, master void felt that being Chen Xiaobei’s Lackey was not a bad thing at all. In fact, it was a 

great advantage for him! 

Even if master void wanted to follow someone like Chen Xiaobei, he would not be able to meet him so 

easily! 

“Heavens … He … He actually did it …” 

At the same time, mu chenye, Ling Taiji, and the wicked Dragon Fire had all collapsed to the ground due 

to the exhaustion of their life force. 

On their weak faces, there was an expression of surprise and joy. 

He was happy that freedom was in front of him! 

They were shocked that Chen Xiaobei had actually broken the seal that they had not been able to break 

for countless years! 

Chen Xiaobei was too powerful and terrifying. He … He was not human! It was a God! He was a God-

level super genius! 

Compared to Chen Xiaobei, mu chenye, Ling Taiji, and long xiehuo felt so weak. 

“Senior! I’m willing to be your Lackey! I beg you, please give us another chance! We are willing to be 

loyal to you in this life! If there’s any disloyalty, let’s be struck by lightning and die a terrible death! I’m 

begging you!” 

Mu chenye, Ling Taiji, and long xiehuo shouted in unison. 

Just a moment ago, they were still saying that they were proud geniuses and would rather die than be 

Chen Xiaobei’s dogs. 

But now, they were crying and begging Chen Xiaobei to take their dogs. 

How ironic! 

It was a huge irony! 

Chen Xiaobei was right. The pride of being a genius was just a worthless joke! 

In the face of absolute power, he had long forgotten the word pride. 



What backbone, what dignity, all of that was bullshit! 

They had thought that Chen Xiaobei would be trapped to death without them! 

The outcome was a powerful slap to their faces! At the same time, it had also shattered their hearts and 

made them submit to Chen Xiaobei from the bottom of their souls! 

They did not even need the demonic god tribulation curse. They would follow Chen Xiaobei with all their 

heart! 

To them, being Chen Xiaobei’s dog would make them more honorable, more glorious, and more 

promising than the dragons in the sky! 

“Alright, since you still have some value, I’ll take you in!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded indifferently. 

To be safe, Chen Xiaobei used the demonic god tribulation curse to control their lives. 

Then, the ten-winged Buddhist demon’s body returned to his physical body and walked straight to the 

sealing stone ball! 
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3515 A major problem 

 I really didn’t expect that this sealed stone ball would actually be sent here by the spatial turbulence. 

It’s also a great opportunity for me!  

Chen Xiaobei looked at the sealed stone ball and collected the Yunyi token that was floating nearby. 

Without a doubt, if it was not for Jun mozhao, Chen Xiaobei would not have found this place, let alone 

obtain this token that had been pursued by countless people since the ancient times. 

Although the untainted land had been shattered, it was still unknown whether the Yunyi Celestial Palace 

still existed. 

But this time, Chen Xiaobei had subdued the four ancient geniuses and even helped LAN Mengcheng to 

verify her ancient bloodline. These two gains were already huge enough. Even if the Yunyi Celestial 

Palace no longer existed, Chen Xiaobei would still make a profit! 

Of course! 

Chen Xiaobei’s luck was at its peak. Now that he had the Yunyi token, there was a high chance that he 

would be able to obtain more benefits when he reached heaven and followed the instructions of the 

token! 

“Alright, next, it’s time to release Jun Mohan!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and placed his hand on the sealing stone orb, trying to communicate 

with it. 
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Previously, the stone ball was in an independent space. In this space, there was a sealing formation set 

up by the Dao ancestor, and Fu Tian Xin ‘er was the core of the formation. 

At this moment, the stone ball had already left the formation and the core eye of the formation had 

disappeared. The power of the seal was actually extremely weak. 

“Break!” 

Chen Xiaobei slammed his palm on the stone ball with the power of an early two-star heaven immortal. 

Crack … Crack … Huala … 

In the next moment, the stone ball cracked like a Broken Egg and fell down at any time. 

Then, a stunning figure appeared in front of Chen Xiaobei. 

She was a very beautiful woman. There was no need to talk about her looks. She had a perfect score. 

Her figure was hot to the point of explosion and extremely eye-catching. 

And the two biggest points on her body were her long, slightly curled, and wavy hair! 

His hair was red and gold, exactly the same as the grandmist demonic fire in Chen Xiaobei’s hand! In 

other words, any strand of hair she pulled off was a one-star divine item! 

He was simply too awesome. 

In addition, there was not a single piece of clothing on her body, but her skin was covered with some 

special scales that were similar to dragon scales. 

The dazzling red-gold color fitted her body perfectly. It looked like a golden leather suit that accentuated 

her perfect curves. 

“Mm …” 

The woman slowly opened her eyes. They were a pair of Crimson-golden eyes that were extremely 

demonic. They exuded an incredible aura, as if they were the Supreme existence of the absolute 

beginning origin. They looked down on everything and had a temper that angered all living beings! 

“My God … Who is this woman? She’s so beautiful … But why do those eyes of hers make one’s hair 

stand on end …” 

All of a sudden, everyone present exclaimed in shock. 

In the first two or three seconds, everyone was shocked by the woman’s beauty, but then they were all 

shocked by the woman’s aura. 

Although the woman wasn’t angry, and didn’t even show any emotion, everyone felt fear from the 

bottom of their hearts. 

This was simply inconceivable. 

“I fulfilled my promise! Now, you are free!” 



Of course, Chen Xiaobei was different from the rest. He looked into Jun Mohan’s eyes without any 

discomfort or fear. 

“Thank you … Very, very, very much …” He said. 

Jun Mohan looked at Chen Xiaobei, the man who had given her freedom. 

 let’s skip the pleasantries. I have an important piece of information to tell you.  

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” not long ago, I went to the Hong Meng demonic realm. There were already a 

lot of ambitious people who betrayed the orthodoxies in the heavenly domain and the dark domain! 

They no longer believe in you and have even begun to establish their own orthodoxy, wanting to replace 

you!” 

“I’ve already thought of this.” Jun mochen’s expression didn’t change and she said indifferently, ” “Later, 

I will personally return to the Hong Meng Demon Realm to rebuild the mountains and rivers and restore 

my strength! After that, I will find a way to take revenge on Hongjun!” 

Chen Xiaobei was a little surprised.  “I’ve heard mother Nuwa say that if you want to recover your full 

power, you have to kill the spiritual lady transformed from the five-colored Godstone! I have to inform 

you in advance, don’t have any ideas about her! Otherwise, I won’t rest until you die!” 

“Don’t worry!” 

Jun Mohan smiled and said, ” “I don’t need to recover to my peak strength to regain control of the Hong 

Meng Demon Realm! As for taking revenge on Hongjun, even if I recover my peak strength, it’s still far 

from enough! Therefore, it doesn’t really matter if we kill the five-colored divine stone spiritual girl or 

not!” 

It was obvious that even if Jun mochen recovered to her peak, she would not be able to become a 

heavenly path Saint. There was no point in killing Fu Tian Xin ‘er. 

“It’s good that you can think this way!” 

 when you get to the Hong Meng Demon Realm, you can go to the yellow domain’s Blue Wolf imperial 

capital and look for Cang tianao. He is your most loyal follower. For the sake of your faith, he can risk his 

life at any time!  

“Yellow domain? You’re too weak …” 

 no!  Jun mochen shook her head.  although there are traitors in Hong Meng Demon Realm, I don’t lack 

die-hard followers. Even in the Qing-Yun realm, there are many people who are willing to risk their lives 

for me!  

“I’m just suggesting that you don’t go to Cang tianao!” Chen Xiaobei said. You don’t want him to be 

caught up in danger if he follows you!” 

“You seem to care a lot about this person.” Jun Moxie said indifferently. 

 he’s my brother who has been through life and death with me. I just want him to be better. Do you 

understand what I mean? ” Chen Xiaobei said. 



“Understood!” 

 yes!  Jun mochen nodded.  I promise I won’t put him in danger. When I’m back in charge, I’ll promote 

him!  

“Alright! With your words, I didn’t come in vain!” Chen Xiaobei pointed at the portal and said, ” “The exit 

is over there, you can leave on your own!” 

“Good! We’ll meet again!” 

Jun Mohan smiled and pointed at the grandmist demonic fire in Chen Xiaobei’s hand.  “Remember to 

keep in touch!” 

With that, Jun Mohan walked to the space gate and left. 

Chen Xiaobei looked at her. Her cultivation was still being suppressed by some mysterious force. She 

was only at the peak of earth-god level and could move freely in the human world. 

As the primordial chaos demon ancestor, she naturally had a way to find the entrance to return to the 

primordial chaos Demon Realm. 

After she returned, she should be able to quickly gather a large number of die-hard believers. Moreover, 

she should be able to recover a certain amount of power. Even if she could not recover to her peak state 

back then, it should not be a problem for her to be a high-level divine level. 

If nothing unexpected happened, she should be able to stand at the peak of the Hong Meng Demon 

Realm again very soon. 

“Not good!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei remembered something important. 
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Chen Xiaobei suddenly thought of a woman! 

That’s right! 

Xia Yilian! 

She was an extremely dangerous Woman! 

Vicious, vicious, despicable, unscrupulous, and most importantly, shameless to the extreme! He was 

completely shameless and could do anything! 

Chen Xiaobei was not sure what Xia Yilian’s current condition was. 

But Chen Xiaobei was almost certain that if Xia Yilian, this sh * t-stirrer, were to come out and mess 

things up, even someone as strong as Jun mochen would suffer a great loss! 

“Chi …” 
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Chen Xiaobei immediately used his spirit to communicate with the primordial demonic fire, planning to 

inform Jun Mohan. 

“Jun Moxie, listen, there’s a woman called Xia Yilian in the Hong Meng Huang domain! She will become a 

huge variable and may cause you to suffer a great loss! If you encounter this person, you must strike 

first to gain the upper hand. Otherwise, the consequences will be unimaginable!” 

Chen Xiaobei told her his thoughts in a very serious tone. 

“I know.” 

However, Jun mochen only replied indifferently, ”  you’re just an ant from the yellow domain. If I see 

you, I’ll naturally stomp you to death. You don’t have to worry!  

“Don’t underestimate her! Otherwise, you’ll regret it!” Chen Xiaobei issued a serious warning. 

Jun Mohan casually replied,”understood!” I’m on my way. If you don’t have anything important to say, 

we can talk later!” 

Obviously! 

Jun mochen didn’t even put Xia Yilian in his eyes! 

“Forget it! You’ll only know how powerful her woman is when you’re at a disadvantage!” 

Chen Xiaobei sighed helplessly. He tried to persuade her out of goodwill but she refused to listen. Since 

that was the case, he would let her suffer. 

Chen Xiaobei and Jun mochen did not have much of a relationship anyway. He had already done his best 

by reminding her. Since she did not listen to him, he could not blame Chen Xiaobei for being taken 

advantage of. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei kept mu chenye, Ling Taiji, the evil Dragon Fire, and master void into the Meru 

space. 

In addition, Heng Yongxu was sent into the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

They were all heaven Immortals. If they were in the human world now, they would be rejected by the 

laws of the human world and attract an extremely terrifying high-level Heavenly Tribulation. 

Chen Xiaobei could only leave safely after sending them into the isolated space. 

…… 

Chen Xiaobei was sent back to a secret island in the East Sea. 

He didn’t stop for long. 

Chen Xiaobei took out the returning bracelet and returned to bei Xuan faction’s headquarters. 

The Grand wedding ceremony had just ended, but the sect was still decorated with lanterns and 

streamers. Everyone was smiling. 



However, Chen Xiaobei could not find his bride anywhere. 

“Mom! Did you see Bodhi?” 

Chen Xiaobei had no choice but to go to the courtyard next to the peach Garden and look for Zhang Chui 

‘er. 

“You! He was too careless! He just got married, yet he didn’t know how to show his concern for his new 

wife! As the groom, you don’t even know where she went, and you’re asking someone else?” 

 Xiaobei!  Zhang Chui ‘er scolded Chen Xiaobei. 

 I’m busy …  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  “If you see her, please tell me quickly. Don’t make me worry!” 

“Hmm, you know how to worry. At least you still have a conscience!” 

Zhang Chui ‘er pouted, then smiled lovingly.   Bodhi came to greet us early in the morning. She said that 

after her wedding last night, her Dao heart has been cleared and she’s about to break through to the 

half-step heaven immortal realm!  

“In order to avoid the sudden arrival of the heavenly Tribulation, she temporarily entered an 

independent space! Hmm, it seemed to be the Sumeru space that Xiang Yu and the others had seized 

from the enemy during the war! I’ll leave it in your bedroom!” 

“Good! I got it!” Chen Xiaobei let out a sigh of relief. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out two Ascension elixir and handed them to her. 

“Mom! These two immortal pills are extremely important. One for you and one for my dad. After eating 

them, you’ll be able to safely transcend your tribulation, ascend to the heavenly realm, and become a 

true celestial immortal!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Immortal pill? To ascend and become an immortal?” Zhang Chui ‘er couldn’t help but gulp. 

Even though she had been following Chen Xiaobei for a long time, she was no longer the village woman 

she used to be. 

However, when she heard the words “immortal Ascension,” she was still extremely shocked and even a 

little disbelieving. 

If it had been a few years ago, she would not have believed these words at all, not even a single 

punctuation mark. 

“No need to doubt! This is real! So, you must keep these two immortal pills well!” Chen Xiaobei said in a 

serious tone. 

“Since it’s true, then your dad and I might as well eat the elixir now, in case a long night brings trouble!” 

Zhang Chui ‘er was smart. 

It wasn’t safe to hide the treasure anywhere. It was only safe to eat it in the stomach. 

“No!” 



 no!  Chen Xiaobei quickly shook his head.  the heavenly realm is different from the earth-god Realm. I 

can’t guarantee your safety after you two ascend! So, you can only take these two immortal pills after I 

have the power to protect myself in the heaven realm!” 

“I understand …” 

Zhang Chui ‘er nodded and sighed, ” “Xiaobei, you’ve worked hard all these years! Your dad and I can’t 

help with anything! No matter where you go, you have to rely on yourself! It wasn’t easy for you to 

conquer this world, but you still have to drag us two old men down … We’ve dragged you down!” 

“Mom! What are you saying?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s tone turned serious, ” “I’ve raised you two, senior. This is a huge favor! Now that I’ve 

grown up, it’s only natural for me to be filial to you and let you enjoy your life!” 

 mm …  Zhang Chui ‘er nodded and sighed, ” “Your parents know how filial you are! Having a son like you 

is the greatest achievement of our life! My greatest pride!” 

“Mom, what’s wrong with you today?”  I don’t know!  Chen Xiaobei laughed bitterly.  you’re usually a 

carefree person. Why did you learn to be emotional today? ” 

“You little brat! You’re not allowed to mock your mother!”  you’re so cute!  Zhang Chui ‘er said, her eyes 

full of love. 

“Alright! I’ll go find Bodhi! You must keep the pills well. I will inform you when I can ascend!”  let’s go!  

Chen Xiaobei said before he left in a hurry. 

Chen Xiaobei was really busy. 

Now, the three-month deadline to save fairy Chang ‘e was getting closer and closer! Chen Xiaobei had 

one more thing to do! 

That was to head to the rift in the great void and find the people Dao seal! 

Chen Xiaobei was not sure how long this would take! Therefore, before he set off, Chen Xiaobei had to 

make every minute and second count! 

Back in the bedroom. 

Chen Xiaobei found the Sumeru space that Zhang Chui ‘er was talking about. 

Luo puti was indeed inside. 

However, at this moment, Luo puti’s expression was very complicated, as if she had been greatly 

frightened. 
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Bodhi, what’s wrong with you! ” 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. It was rare to see such an expression on Luo puti’s face, and he 

immediately became nervous. 
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“I …” 

Luo puti was stunned on the spot. Her pretty face was a little stiff. Her beautiful eyes were slightly 

narrowed. Her red and tender lips opened and closed. She could not speak for a long time. 

“What’s wrong with you? Don’t scare me!” 

Chen Xiaobei panicked. They were newly-wedded, there shouldn’t be any accidents, right? 

“I think I’m pregnant …” 

Luo puti hesitated for a long time before she said. 

“Huh?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face froze as if he had been struck by lightning. 

An accidental pregnancy? What the hell? 

Chen Xiaobei had never expected this to happen. 

They had been making fun of each other many times in the past, but neither song Qincheng nor Liu 

xuanxin was pregnant. 

She had only had sex with Luo puti once and she was already pregnant? What was the probability? It 

was simply too magical! 

But then, Chen Xiaobei realized that his luck was at its peak. 

Perhaps, being pregnant with this child was a super opportunity. 

Furthermore, on their wedding night, the Tribulation transcendence team had given Chen Xiaobei 

eleven gifts. Most of the power was left in Chen Xiaobei’s body, while a small portion was sent into Luo 

puti’s body! 

Perhaps, to be more precise, it was sent into the child’s body! 

Although it would take ten months for the child to be born, Chen Xiaobei was certain that once the child 

was born, he would be extremely talented and have a bright future! 

“Something’s wrong!” 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned.  “We just had sex less than three days ago. How did you know you’re 

pregnant?” 

According to the common sense of the people on earth, after having sex, it would usually take ten days 

to half a month before they would know if they were pregnant. 

It had only been three days. How did Luo puti know? 

“Idiot … We’re no longer ordinary people! The subtle changes in the body can’t escape the perception of 

the essence soul domain!” 



 Oh? ” Luo puti was a little surprised.  I felt that something was wrong yesterday. After some careful 

observation, I realized that there was an egg cell in my stomach that had successfully conceived!  

“What the f * ck! This … This is too awesome …” 

Chen Xiaobei was stunned for a good five seconds. Then, he suddenly cheered, ” “I’m going to be a 

father! Hahaha! I’m going to be a father! Bodhi! You’re really amazing! To be able to marry you, I feel 

like I’m the happiest man in the world!” 

 that’s enough … Calm down …  Luo puti’s face turned red. She bit her lips and said in a low voice, ” 

“What should we do next?” 

Apparently, before their wedding night, Luo puti was still a pure and innocent girl. 

One night later, she suddenly realized that she was about to become a mother! 

To be honest, Luo puti had no idea how to deal with all this! 

Facing a little life that was about to appear in her life, she immediately felt at a loss and even felt a 

strong sense of fear. She was afraid that she would not be able to take care of this little life. 

In the past, Luo puti was a cold and domineering Ice Queen. Her Saint Duke divine light was invincible 

among those of the same level, sweeping away all obstacles. 

However, at this moment, Luo puti was as fragile as a little girl. She was caught off guard by this sudden 

accident and had no idea what to do next. 

“Be good! Don’t be nervous!” 

Chen Xiaobei walked over and pulled Luo puti into his arms. He comforted her gently, ”  you just have to 

take care of the baby. I’ll ask our mother to come over and take care of you later. She’s very experienced 

in this area, so you just have to listen to her!  

“And then?” Luo puti looked at Chen Xiaobei like an innocent little girl. 

“Then, you just have to give birth to the baby! Leave the rest to me!” 

 I promise!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  I will give you the best of everything! I will make sure that you are 

happy and carefree!  You don’t need to worry about anything, just trust me!” 

 of course, I believe you, but …  Luo puti’s face was bitter.”But we’re all about to ascend to the heavenly 

realm. At that time, won’t we have to be separated from Baobao?” 

“You don’t have to worry about that!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and took out an Ascension elixir. He handed it to Luo puti and said, ” “This is my 

present for the baby! When the baby is born and eats this ascension elixir, he will be able to avoid the 

heavenly Tribulation and directly ascend to the immortal world and become a true immortal!” 

 this …  Luo puti was dumbfounded. She could not believe her ears. 

“Don’t be surprised! This is real!”  don’t worry!  Chen Xiaobei said.  just focus on giving birth to the child. 

I promise I won’t let any harm come to you!  



 Xiaobei …  Luo puti was so touched. 

Of course, she knew how precious an Ascension elixir was! 

If an Ascension elixir was thrown into the earth-god Realm, countless people would definitely fight for it! 

Even if they were friends and family, they would never be modest. They might even turn against each 

other and kill each other! 

And now, just because of her words, Chen Xiaobei took out an Ascension elixir! 

There was no need for words to describe this action. As long as he put his heart into it, he could feel the 

love! 

Luo puti’s eyes turned red and two streams of tears fell from her eyes. 

“Silly girl.” Chen grinned and patted Luo puti’s head affectionately. 

Thousands of words were spoken without words! 

After a while, Chen Xiaobei left the Meru space. 

Chen Xiaobei went back to Zhang Chui ‘er and told her the good news. Both of them were overjoyed. 

The two elders did not care about anything else. They immediately began to prepare everything 

necessary for Luo puti’s pregnancy. 

The two elders had been through this before, so Chen Xiaobei did not have to worry about Luo Huan 

handing it over to them. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei went to look for Ying Zheng. 

“This ascension elixir was originally yours! I earned it back from the Jade Emperor some time ago, and 

now it’s returned to its original owner!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the last Ascension elixir and gave it to Ying Zheng. 

Back then, it was the Jade Emperor who used a poisonous pill to exchange for this immortal pill, causing 

Ying Zheng to die a tragic death. The Fortune of the great Qin Empire took a sharp turn for the worse, 

and it was completely destroyed in the Second Life. 

“Bro bei …” 

Looking at the pill, Ying Zheng said in a deep voice, ” “You can keep this pill!” 

“Why?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 I already have nine renhuang merits, and I’ve followed you to unify the earth-god Realm, so my merits 

have only increased. Even if my Heavenly Tribulation comes, I won’t be in any danger. This elixir is 

dispensable to me!  

 on the contrary, ” Ying Zheng said seriously, ” this elixir can only be used to its full potential in your 

hands, bro bei! So, bro bei, you should just keep this elixir!” 
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There was no doubt that Ying Zheng truly treated Chen Xiaobei as a brother. When he considered 

problems, he did not have any selfish motives, but instead, he put the overall situation and Chen 

Xiaobei’s interests first. 

For Ying Zheng to be willing to part with such a precious treasure like the Ascension elixir, it was obvious 

that he was very much in love with her. 

“Alright! We’re all brothers, so I won’t be polite with you!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not a pretentious person. He kept the last Ascension elixir. 

In front of one’s own brother, one could just be straightforward. There was no need for unnecessary 

modesty and politeness. One only needed to firmly remember this in the bottom of their heart. 

Furthermore, Ying Zheng knew very well that without Chen Xiaobei, he would not be where he was 

today! 

It was all thanks to Chen Xiaobei that she was able to walk out of the tomb and regain her freedom and 

the chance to become an immortal! 

Even if it was to repay Chen Xiaobei’s kindness, Ying Zheng would still give Chen Xiaobei his Ascension 

elixir. 

Otherwise, with Ying Zheng’s Imperial pride, he would always feel that he owed Chen Xiaobei. If he did 

not return the favor, he would never be able to rest in peace! 

 bro bei, I’m glad you’re okay with it!  

Ying Zheng smiled indifferently, feeling much more relaxed. 

…… 

After that, Chen Xiaobei went to look for Jing Fei. 

“Have you prepared the things I asked you to?” Chen Xiaobei cut straight to the point. 

“Of course!” 

Jin Fei grinned and handed a storage bracelet to Chen Xiaobei.   there are a million packets of spicy 

sticks, a million bottles of Wahaha, a million bottles of Coke, a million packets of cigarettes … And many 

other things that only exist on earth. I can’t count them all in a short time!  

“Well done!” 

 I’m glad you’re here!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  with these things, my plan to go to the rift to the void can 

officially start!  

“Other than the resources on earth, I’ve also picked 3000 ripe first love peaches. They’re all in my 

storage bracelet!” 
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“Very good!” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  the first love peach may not taste as good as the divine fruits in 

heaven, but the rift of the great void is not the divine realm. Maybe the people there will like this 

magical nectarine!  

 ” also, I met some old friends on earth when I went back this time. They all miss you and hope that you 

can return one day!  

“Earth …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s mind was filled with many familiar names and faces. 

“Let’s wait for the future …” 

Chen Xiaobei sighed,’I need to find the human seal as soon as possible and save Chang’ E! He really 

couldn’t be distracted by other things! When I have the chance in the future, I will return to Earth to 

take a look!” 

 yeah. Everyone is looking forward to bro bei’s return.  Jin Fei nodded his head. 

“Alright, I’m going to set off now!” Chen Xiaobei collected his thoughts and put away the storage 

bracelet that was filled with earth’s resources. Then, he took out the chaos Blood Sword. 

“Xiaobei!” 

However, song Qincheng suddenly ran over. 

She had changed into a black outfit, which highlighted her hot figure and her graceful curves, making 

people’s imagination run wild. 

She didn’t have any makeup on her face, but her facial features were extremely charming. Her skin was 

white and tender, and her rose-colored lips were bright and glistening, extremely eye-catching. 

Combat attire! Bare face! 

Was song Qincheng planning to go out for business? 

“Xiaobei! Are we going to set off?” 

Song Qincheng immediately went to Chen Xiaobei’s side. 

 yes, I was planning to shine a light on you and Liu er.  

Chen Xiaobei paused and said, ” “You’re the prosperous Empress of the human world who has 

comprehended the law of the human Sovereign. This time, when you enter the rift of the great void, you 

might be able to resonate with the core of the human world and give me some guidance!” 

“That’s right, I already knew that!” Song Qincheng adjusted her clothes and said with a bright smile, ” 

“Haven’t I already prepared everything?” 



 of course, it’s good that you’re going. But I’m a little worried. Old Jiang has already ascended, and 

you’re the only one who can take charge of bei Xuan faction. Will there be any changes to the faction 

and the earth-god Realm if you leave? ” 

“Don’t worry!” Song Qincheng smiled and said with confidence, ”  I’ve already made arrangements for 

the sect’s Affairs. Moreover, the ten Hall Masters you’ve decided on can each take charge of a section 

on their own. I don’t have to worry about them at all!  

“Alright! I’m relieved to hear that!” Chen Xiaobei grinned. 

Although Chen Xiaobei was the faction leader of bei Xuan faction, it was only in name! Song Qincheng 

and Jiang Ziya had always been the ones carrying out the sect master’s mission. 

With the two of them working together, the huge bei Xuan faction, and even the earth-god Realm, could 

be managed in an orderly manner. It gave Chen Xiaobei a strong backing that he did not have to worry 

about, and Chen Xiaobei could go all out and achieve his goals. 

Now that the earth-god Realm had been unified, Chen Xiaobei’s ten division leaders were all extremely 

loyal and powerful. 

As long as he managed his territory well, the earth-god World would be safe and stable. Chen Xiaobei 

and song Qincheng would not have to worry about anything. 

“Bro bei! I’m coming!” 

Soon, six-eared macaque arrived. 

Six-eared macaque was originally on the list of the first tribulation team, but to help Chen Xiaobei pass 

through the rift in the void, he stayed behind. 

After all, his special ability was extremely powerful. At a critical moment, he would definitely be of great 

help. 

“Alright, everyone’s here. We can set off now!” 

Chen Xiaobei then handed the chaos Blood Sword to Jing Fei and said, ” “After we leave, you must hide 

the chaos Blood Sword in an absolutely safe place! Don’t let anyone else know about this!” 

“Bro bei, don’t worry!” “I won’t tell anyone about this!” Jin Fei said, patting his chest. 

Obviously, Jin Fei was loyal to Chen Xiaobei. He could rest assured with the chaos Blood Sword in his 

hands. 

“Chi … Chi …” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei began to communicate with the chaos Blood Sword. 

Soon, the rift in the great void released three mysterious powers. Like three vortexes, they sucked Chen 

Xiaobei, song Qincheng, and six-eared macaque into it. 

This was because the crack itself had been integrated into the chaos sword embryo. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei could not take the sword with him. He could only leave it in Jing Fei’s hands. 



…… 

“Chi … Chi …” 

The space was spinning, and the world was spinning. 

When Chen Xiaobei, song Qincheng, and six-eared macaque found their footing again, the scene in front 

of them had changed. 

All of a sudden, the three of them had complicated expressions on their faces. 

This was the first time they had come to the legendary core of the human world. The scene in front of 

them had far exceeded their imagination. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3519: danger everywhere 

As far as the eye could see, the surroundings seemed to be an endless sea of stars. 

In the darkness, countless stars emitted dazzling Starlight, forming an extremely vast and magnificent 

Galaxy. 

Chen Xiaobei and the other two were standing on a huge black Rock. 

This rock was like a lone island floating in the sea of stars. It was extremely far away from every star. 

“The human world is a huge universe formed by countless fragments after the shattering of the 

primitive land! And this tear of the great void is more like a special small universe!” 

Chen Xiaobei squinted his eyes and observed his surroundings as he expressed his feelings. 

As the saying goes, the billions of universes are the shadows of the chaos! The stars were reduced to 

dust! 

The entire mortal world was a world that was formed from countless fragments after the destruction of 

the chaotic mainland. 

As the core of the human world, the great void Rift’s overall mood and world laws should be exactly the 

same as the human world. 

Therefore, the form of the rift in the void looked like another universe. 

It was no wonder that no one in the heaven realm could explore every corner of the rift to the void. 

“Xiaobei! What’s that?” 

Song Qincheng tugged at Chen Xiaobei’s sleeve and pointed at a depression in the ground. 

Chen Xiaobei and six-eared macaque looked over and immediately knew the answer. 

 that’s a pool of heaven and earth holy water of creation!  

Chen Xiaobei pulled Luo puti over. 

In the sunken part of the ground, there was indeed a bend of extremely clear and spiritual pool water. 
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 divine water!?  

Song Qincheng’s expression changed.  “Is this pool water a divine item? Why would it be here?” 

“Not only is this pool water a divine item, it’s also a high-grade divine item!” 

Chen Xiaobei then pointed at the center of the water and said, ” “There is a Green Lotus seed of chaos in 

the water! This is an extremely precious treasure. Once it’s cultivated, it’ll definitely bring me 

unprecedented and unparalleled help!” 

“Green Lotus seed of chaos? This must be a Saint-level treasure …” 

Song Qincheng could not help but take a deep breath and asked, ”  this pool of divine water and green 

Lotus seed of chaos, won’t they be stolen by others if we just leave them here? ” 

As she spoke, song Qincheng observed the countless stars around her. 

If this was really a small universe, then there must be living beings on those stars. 

A pool of high-grade divine water and a top-notch sacred artifact were placed so brazenly on the 

ground. Once discovered, wouldn’t they immediately be stolen? At that time, they wouldn’t be able to 

find it even if they wanted to! 

“No need to worry!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked around and said, ”  Taiyi once said that the green Lotus seed of chaos has produced 

a layer of self-protection fog. Outsiders can’t approach it at all. They can’t even detect the existence of 

this floating Sky Island!  

 therefore, not only is the green Lotus seed of chaos very safe here, as long as we hide on the floating 

island, the enemies here will not be able to detect us!  

“This is too amazing!” Song Qincheng’s eyes brightened, and she could not help but click her tongue in 

wonder. 

 bro bei! Come and look over there!  

Six-eared macaque pointed at the back of the floating island. 

He saw a huge black shadow flying toward him. 

“What the hell is that?” 

Song Qincheng was taken aback. She took a closer look and immediately frowned, her face gradually 

becoming nervous. 

The black shadow was a thousand meters long. 

Its body was like that of a fierce tiger, but it had over a hundred pairs of wings on its back. Its head was 

as huge as a small mountain, and the fangs in its mouth and the sharp claws under its feet were like 

huge trees. Even dark steel would be chewed into pieces if it took a bite. 

“What magical beast is this? It’s so strange!” Chen Xiaobei frowned as well. 



“Sky shattering winged Tiger!” 

“It’s a type of demonic beast from the ancient times,” the six-eared macaque said. From its size, wings, 

claws, and fangs, it’s clear that its bloodline is very pure, and its talent and abilities have not 

deteriorated at all!” 

It was common knowledge that in the long river of history, many ancient mythical beasts and mutants 

would have their bloodlines become less and less pure as they continued to reproduce. Their talents and 

abilities would also deteriorate with each generation, forming an irreversible degradation. 

However, this sky shattering winged Tiger showed no signs of degeneration and was still in the same 

state as it was in the ancient times. 

This meant that there were abundant spiritual Qi and resources in the rift to the void, which could 

ensure that it was in its best condition at all times. 

Moreover, there must be a huge clan behind it that could avoid inbreeding and cross-breeding, thus 

ensuring that the bloodline would always be in the best state. 

From small to big. 

From the state of the sky shattering winged Tiger, one could basically deduce that there must be a place 

with abundant spiritual energy and resources in the great void crack. Furthermore, there must be many 

powerful tribes. 

To put it bluntly, this place was like an independent small world similar to the Hong Meng Demon 

Realm. 

However, the laws of this world were similar to that of the human world, so there were fewer 

restrictions than in the Hong Meng Demon Realm. 

For example, Chen Xiaobei could connect to the Three Realms intranet. Be it chatting with the heavenly 

realm or using the merit record, he would not be affected. 

Of course, there were fewer restrictions. 

However, the dangers here would only be greater, greater, and more difficult to control than in the 

Hong Meng Demon Realm! 

 judging from the size of the sky shattering winged Tiger, its cultivation should be no lower than the 

three-star heaven immortal realm!  Six-eared macaque said. 

“What? A three-star heaven immortal?” Song Qincheng was shocked. 

Chen Xiaobei did not bring the chaos Blood Sword with him. His strongest trump card was the Yin Yang 

life and death Ring. 

However, the special ability of the Yin Yang life and death Ring would be blocked by the protective 

immortal energy of a three-star heaven immortal. 

In other words, if they were to fight face to face, Chen Xiaobei would not be able to defeat the sky 

shattering winged Tiger. 



More importantly, the sky shattering winged Tiger was just passing by. If its entire Army were to come 

out, not even 100000 celestial soldiers would be able to stop them. Chen Xiaobei and the other two 

would not even know how they died. 

From the small to the big, one could see the big picture. A mere sky shattering winged Tiger could bring 

fatal danger to everyone! 

One could imagine that the danger in the entire Rift of the void was definitely thousands of times 

greater than this! 

Even someone as strong as Chen Xiaobei would not dare to say that he could control the development 

of the situation. It could only be said that they had to take one step at a time. If they really couldn’t 

withstand it, they could only retreat to the side of the green Lotus seed of chaos and temporarily avoid 

the enemy’s edge. 

Fortunately, the green Lotus seed of chaos was extremely strong in its ability to protect itself. The sky 

shattering winged Tiger flew away directly and did not notice the existence of everyone at all. 

“I don’t have any clues at the moment …” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at song Qincheng and said, ”  Qingcheng, try and see if you can find any clues 

through the laws of human Emperor!  

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3520: The ancient void tribe 

3520 The ancient void tribe 

“Alright, I’ll give it a try!” 

Song Qincheng calmed herself down and silently operated the law of Human Sovereign. 

The great void crack itself was the core of the human world, and the world laws were exactly the same 

as the human world laws. Therefore, the laws of the human Emperor could operate normally here. 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s judgment was right! 

Not long after song Qincheng started circulating the laws of the human Sovereign, a special golden halo 

appeared in the distant starry sky. 

The Halo looked like the light emitted by Taiyi. It was very strong and blazing. 

It even lit up the dark void as if it was daytime. 

“Phew …” 

Soon, song Qincheng let out a long breath and stopped the operation of the law. She said in a deep 

voice, ” “I can feel a powerful force summoning me over, but I’m not sure if the human path seal you’re 

looking for is there!” 
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 it’s okay. If you’re not sure, we can still go and take a look. We don’t have any other clues right now 

anyway. Instead of running around blindly, we should just choose a direction and take the first step!  

“Alright!” Song Qincheng and six-eared macaque had no objections, so the three of them set off 

immediately. 

Chen Xiaobei then released mu chenye from the Meru space. 

“Bro bei … You were looking for me?” 

Mu chenye had long been subdued by Chen Xiaobei. 

Moreover, he had been planted with the seed of the demonic God’s tribulation curse. His life was in 

Chen Xiaobei’s hands. Even if mu chenye had ten thousand guts, he would not dare to be disrespectful 

to Chen Xiaobei. 

“You’re here to lead us! The target is right in front!” Chen Xiaobei ordered. 

Mu chenye’s cultivation base was at the peak of two-star heaven immortal realm, and his flying speed 

was far faster than that of the devil Crow King. 

In this vast sea of stars, only mu chenye could bring the three of them to their destination at the fastest 

speed possible. 

“Yes, sir!” 

Mu chenye released three streams of celestial core power and lifted Chen Xiaobei and the other two up. 

Then, he flew forward. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

As soon as he rushed out of the range of the sky-floating island, countless terrifying squalls were 

immediately swept up in the surroundings. 

These astral winds were invisible, but they were sharper and fiercer than the saber. Moreover, their 

strength and speed had reached the terrifying nine-star earth-god level. 

In other words, anyone below the level of a nine-star earth-god would be cut into pieces in an instant. 

Luckily, song Qincheng had already reached the peak of the nine-star earth-god Realm. Six-eared 

macaque was now in the form of Fire Witch Zhurong, and his physical strength was also at the peak of 

the nine-star earth-god Realm. 

Chen Xiaobei’s physique had reached the advanced two-star divine immortal level after consuming the 

blood Bodhi. 

Even though song Qincheng and six-eared macaque were able to withstand the attacks, it would still be 

difficult for them. 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei, who had the lowest cultivation, was the most relaxed. Facing the 

terrifying astral winds, he felt like a light breeze was blowing on his face. It did not affect him at all. In 

fact, he even felt a little comfortable. 



No wonder Taiyi and Rahu had warned Chen Xiaobei not to enter the rift before his physique was at 

least at the peak of earth-god level. Otherwise, he would not be able to move a single step! Now, it 

seemed that it was true! 

Without a strong enough body, not only would it be difficult to move, but it would also be life-

threatening! 

“Bro bei … What is this place?” 

Mu chenye couldn’t help but say, ” look at the environment. It’s like the Milky Way. But it’s very 

different from the Milky Way in the prehistoric times!  

“This is the tear of the void.” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 what??? ” 

Mu chenye was shocked, and his body couldn’t help but tremble.   this … This is the legendary great void 

Rift?!  

“What’s wrong? You’ve heard of the rift to the void?” Chen Xiaobei retorted. 

“Of course!” 

Mu chenye said,”in the ancient times, there were nine divine secret lands!” And the great void Rift is 

one of them!” 

 legend has it that anyone who enters the rift to the void, as long as they can come out alive, will 

definitely obtain a huge opportunity!  

“It’s precisely because of this that the number of people who entered the rift to the great void back then 

was simply uncountable! Everyone dreams of obtaining an opportunity from the rift in the void and then 

soar to the sky!” 

It was obvious that mu chenye was an ancient deity who had existed before the destruction of the 

untainted land. 

Therefore, he was more familiar with the legends of the ancient times, even more so than the six-eared 

macaque. 

What he said was obviously true. 

Chen Xiaobei’s chaos sword embryo was found by the prime of Tongtian in the rift of the great void. 

Even a heavenly path Sage would be extremely happy to encounter such a great opportunity. 

It was conceivable that those who could walk out of the rift of the void alive would obtain a lot of 

opportunities and win a bright future for themselves. 

“From what you’ve said, with so many people entering the rift to the void, this place should be packed 

with people, right?” 

Chen Xiaobei continued to ask for more information. 



 bro bei, you don’t know this … Although there are many people who came in, only a few of them 

survived!  

Mu chenye explained,”the great void Rift is filled with extreme danger!” Out of 10000 people who 

entered, not even one would survive! It’s impossible to be overcrowded!” 

“However, legend has it that there are 33000 ancient void tribe members in the great void crack! They 

are huge in number and powerful. In fact, most of the danger comes from these ancient clans!” 

Everyone’s expression changed slightly. 

 33000 ancient void tribe members?!  

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath.   it seems that the space inside the rift of the great void is really huge!  

“That’s right!” 

“From what I know, the size of the great void crack is no smaller than the size of the entire human 

world!” Six-eared macaque said. 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei frowned.”In such a huge space, how am I supposed to find the human path 

imprint? I wonder if fairy Chang ‘e can wait any longer?” 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei was not confident about this at all. 

How to find it? How long did it take to find it? How to obtain it after finding it? How to use it after 

obtaining it? 

This series of problems actually existed and could not be avoided. 

In order to solve these problems, he would need sufficient time. 

However, the thing that Chen Xiaobei lacked the most in this situation was time. 

In the remaining month, if he could not control the human Dao seal, he would not be able to return to 

Chang ‘e. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei might even fall into the trap of the heavenly realm’s enemies, and the day he 

ascended would be the day he died! 

“Xiaobei! Don’t be too nervous! I believe that you can do it!” 

Song Qincheng held Chen Xiaobei’s hand with both her hands and looked at the golden light with 

determination. 


